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R. CAPELLO, 

v. 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO - UNLIMITED JURISDICTION 

) Case No. 
) 

Plaintiff, ) COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND RELIEF; 
) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
) 
) Violations of: California Fair Employment and 

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF ) Housing Act, Government Code§ 12940, et seq., 
JUSTICE, and DOES 1 through 10, inclusive, ) (Gender Discrimination, Harassment, Failure to 

1. 

) Prevent Discrimination, Harassment and 
Defendants. ) Retaliation) and California Labor Code § 1102.5 

) (Retaliation for Whistleblowing) 

BY FAX 
I. NATURE OF THE ACTION 

This is an individual action brought by Special Agent in Charge R. Capello related to her 

20 employment with the California Department of Justice, Division of Law Enforcement, Bureau of 

21 Investigation. Plaintiff alleges that she has been subjected to discrimination on account of her sex 

22 (female), which has impacted her in numerous ways, including limiting her career opportunities, 

23 denying her training, promotional and transfer opportunities, giving her a heavier workload, subjecting 

24 her to unjustified internal affairs investigations, and causing economic harm. 

25 2. Plaintiff further alleges that in retaliation for her repeated reports of conduct that she 

26 reasonably believed was in violation of the law, the California Department of Justice subjected her to 

27 numerous adverse employment actions, including, but not limited to, being deprived of promotional 

28 opportunities and being subjected to unjustified investigations. 
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2 3. 

II. PARTIES 

R. Capello ("Capello" or "Plaintiff') began her employment with the California 

3 Department of Justice in 1999, when she was hired as a Special Agent in the Bureau of Narcotic 

4 Enforcement. She was subsequently promoted to Special Agent in Charge ("SAC"), a position that she 

5 still holds, despite repeated efforts to obtain a promotion. 

6 4. Defendant the California Department of Justice ("CA-DOJ" or "Defendant") is a 

7 Department of the State of California which at all times relevant hereto hired, employed and supervised 

8 the employees of the California Bureau oflnvestigation. 

9 5. In addition to the Defendant named above, Plaintiff sues fictitiously Defendants DOES 1 

10 through 10, inclusive, pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure§ 474, because their names, capacities, status, 

11 or facts showing them to be liable are not presently known. Plaintiff is informed and believes, and 

12 thereon alleges, that each of the fictitiously named Defendants are responsible in some manner for the 

13 occurrences herein alleged, and such Defendants caused Plaintiffs damages as herein alleged. Plaintiff 

14 will amend this complaint to show their true names and capacities, together with appropriate charging 

15 language, when such information has been ascertained. 

16 

17 

III. JURISDICTION, VENUE AND EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

6. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to California Government Code§ 12965 because 

18 the headquarters of the Defendant is in Sacramento County, California. 

19 7. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs claims pursuant to California Government 

20 Code § 12965. 

21 8. On February 6, 2018, SAC Capello filed a charge of discrimination with the Equal 

22 Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC"), alleging that she had been subjected to discrimination 

23 on account of her sex, as well as retaliation for complaining about discrimination and harassment. 

24 Pursuant to a work-sharing agreement between the Department of Fair Employment and Housing 

25 ("DFEH") and the EEOC, this charge was cross-filed with the DFEH. On information and belief, this 

26 investigation is still open. 

27 9. On February 9, 2018, the DFEH issued a Right to Sue Notice with respect to the charge 

28 filed on February 6, 2018. 
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10. On July 27, 2021, SAC Capello filed a second charge of discrimination with the EEOC 

2 alleging that she had been denied promotion to the position of Assistant Director of the Bureau of 

3 Investigation on account of her sex (female), as well as in retaliation for complaining about 

4 discrimination and harassment. Pursuant to a work-sharing agreement between the DFEH and the 

5 EEOC, this charge was cross-filed with the DFEH. On information and belief, this investigation is also 

6 still open. 

7 11. On August 4, 2021, the DFEH issued a Right to Sue Notice with respect to the charge 

8 filed on July 27, 2021. 

9 12. Plaintiff timely filed a government claim form. On September 30, 2021, she received an 

10 acknowledgement that her claim, "21006192 has been input into our database and is currently awaiting 

11 review. Please note that we are currently experiencing a large claim volume and claims are reviewed in 

12 the order they are received. We apologize for the delay. Please note that per Governor Order, the 

13 deadline for filing has been extended by 120 days, therefore, the GCP's response deadline is extended 

14 by 120 days as well due to the large claim volume our office is experiencing." 

15 13. On December 30, 2021, Plaintiff received a letter from the Government Claims Program 

16 ("GCP") stating that her government claim was rejected on the grounds that the "claim involves 

17 complex issues that are beyond the scope of analysis and legal interpretation typically undertaken by the 

18 GCP." 

19 

20 14. 

IV. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

The Division of Law Enforcement ("DLE") is part of the California Department of 

21 Justice (CA-DOJ). 

22 15. Within the DLE, there are four separate bureaus, three of which provide investigative law 

23 enforcement services: the Bureau of Firearms, the Bureau of Gambling and Control and the Bureau of 

24 Investigation. Each Bureau is led by a "Director" and one or more "Assistant Directors." Each Bureau is 

25 staffed by non-sworn personnel and sworn personnel who are referred to as Special Agents. 

26 16. Each Bureau has regional offices throughout the state which are staffed by sworn 

27 personnel and are headed by a Special Agent in Charge. 

28 17. The Special Agents in Charge, Special Agent Supervisors and Special Agents perform a 
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1 myriad of duties and are experts in conducting complex criminal investigations, ranging from identity 

2 theft to trans-national criminal enterprises. Special Agents and Special Agent Supervisors are assigned 

3 to regional offices and task forces throughout the state. 

4 18. Capello has a bachelor's degree and a master's degree in criminology. She has worked in 

5 the area of law enforcement for over 25 years. 

6 19. In 1999, Capello joined the Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement ("BNE"), which was, at the 

7 time, a drug enforcement agency within the CA-DOJ. In 2006, Capello was promoted to a Special Agent 

8 Supervisor with the California Bureau of Investigation which was then renamed the Bureau of 

9 Investigation and Intelligence. 

20. In 2010, Capello was promoted to a Special Agent in Charge ("SAC") with the Bureau of 

11 Investigation and Intelligence. 

12 21. In 2012, as a result of budget cuts and layoffs, the BNE was eliminated and some of the 

13 duties of the BNE were merged with the duties of the Bureau oflnvestigation and Intelligence into a 

14 newly formed bureau - the Bureau oflnvestigation ("BI"). 

15 22. Following the merger, Capello became the SAC of the Fresno Regional Office of the BI. 

16 As a SAC managing a regional office of the Bl, SAC Capello was a member of the Bureau's 

17 management team. 

18 23. In December of 2014, the DLE announced that John Marsh ("Marsh") had been selected 

19 as the Chief for the BI. (Subsequently, there was a change of titles, and Marsh assumed the title of 

20 Director of the BI. At the same time, the-then head of the DLE was given the title of Chief, although he 

21 had previously been referred to as Director. For the avoidance of confusion, the remainder of this 

22 pleading uses the new title "Director" or "Assistant Director" to refer to the senior officials in charge of 

23 the BI and "Chief' or "Assistant Chief' to refer to the senior officials in charge of the DLE.) 

24 24. In January of 2015, SAC Capello had her first "one-on-one" meeting with Director 

25 Marsh. During this meeting, Marsh was sarcastic and spoke to SAC Capello in a condescending and 

26 sexist manner. Director Marsh asked SAC Capello about the "status" of her relationship with her ex-

27 husband and demanded that she provide Director Marsh with contact information for her ex-husband. 

28 On information and belief, Director Marsh did not ask any of the men in management at BI about the 
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1 status of their relationship with their spouse, former spouse or significant other. 

2 25. Effective July 1, 2015, while SAC Capello was already serving as the Regional Manager 

3 for the Fresno Regional Office (which included investigative teams and five multi-agency task forces), 

4 Director Marsh also assigned SAC Capello to be the program manager of the Special Investigations 

5 Team ("SIT") program statewide; the SIT program was the largest program at the Bl. Additionally, SAC 

6 Capello was responsible for the DNA Familia Committee investigative work statewide. And, as the 

7 highest-ranking member of the BI in Fresno, SAC Capello was also responsible for building and office 

8 security. On information and belief, SAC Capello had significantly more duties than any other SAC who 

9 was managing a regional office of the BI. 

26. Over the next nine months, SAC Capello did her best to keep on top of her duties. She 

11 regularly informed Director Marsh that she was being set up for failure, given the scope of her 

12 assignments. Director Marsh failed to respond to her emails, or requests for phone calls. During 

13 management conference calls, Director Marsh constantly ignored, talked down to, or otherwise 

14 demeaned SAC Capello and SAC Sara Campbell, the only other woman who was then in management 

15 with the BI. 

16 27. In March 2016, Director Marsh directed SAC Capello to meet with him in the BI 

17 headquarters in Sacramento. At that meeting, Director Marsh told SAC Capello that she would be 

18 responsible for initiating a statewide Officer Involved Shooting ("OIS") program, consisting of three 

19 investigative teams across the state. 

20 28. In May 2016, the BI conducted testing for the position of Assistant Director for the entire 

21 BI. It was common knowledge that Director Marsh wanted to promote Special Agent in Charge 

22 Christopher Caligiuri ("SAC Caligiuri") into this position. In the months leading up to the testing 

23 process, Director Marsh gave SAC Caligiuri numerous assignments and opportunities for upward 

24 mobility, including being designated as Acting Assistant Director. Neither SAC Capello nor SAC 

25 Campbell were given similar opportunities, despite the fact that they were the most experienced and 

26 senior SACs on the management team. 

27 29. In May 2016, SAC Capello discovered that there was federal grant money available 

28 through the Office of Community Oriented Policing ("COPs") of the United States Department of 
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1 Justice to assist in anti-heroin work. SAC Capello, who was responsible for five of the 12 task forces in 

2 the state, volunteered to author the grant proposal, as she believed that she could secure funding to 

3 purchase equipment and finance investigations related to the ongoing heroin epidemic. SAC Capello 

4 worked long hours to complete the application, which was due on June ist_ In October 2016, SAC 

5 Capello learned- based on an internet search of the COPs website - that the department had been 

6 awarded a two-year grant for $2.2 million. No one at BI informed SAC Capello about the grant award 

7 and she was denied an opportunity to assist in administering the grant. Moreover, no one in BI 

8 administration ever acknowledged the role that she played in obtaining the COPs grant. 

9 30. During the time that Director Marsh led the Bl, Director Marsh was routinely rude and 

10 disrespectful to SAC Capello, ignored her opinions, and treated her differently than male managers. 

11 Director Marsh also denied her the opportunity to serve as Acting Assistant Director, which would have 

12 assisted her in obtaining a promotion. 

13 31. In November 2016, SAC Capello reported to Assistant Director Caligiuri and Director 

14 Marsh that the Fresno Regional Office evidence vault had been left unsecured and the main building 

15 alarm over-ridden for the night. The following month, SAC Capello further reported the incident, with 

16 all the relevant details, in a memo to Caligiuri and Marsh. 

17 32. In December 2016, Bureau of Firearms Director Stephen Lindley ("Lindley") became the 

18 Interim Chief of the Division of Law Enforcement, making him the highest ranking employee in the 

19 DLE. 

20 33. On January 5, 2017, Business Service Officer ("BSO") Reyna Reyes ("Reyes"), a non-

21 sworn employee who was responsible for the evidence vault in the Fresno Regional Office, verbally 

22 berated SAC Capello in front of other employees in the Fresno Regional Office of BI. SAC Capello 

23 immediately reported the incident to Director Marsh and Caligiuri (who had been promoted to Assistant 

24 Director of the BI) and also discussed other inappropriate and threatening conduct by BSO Reyes. 

25 Despite this report, BSO Reyes continued to engage in conduct towards SAC Capello that was both 

26 inappropriate and threatening. SAC Capello again told Assistant Director Caligiuri and Director Marsh 

27 that she felt that BSO Reyes posed a threat to herself and others, and that BSO Reyes had engaged in 

28 other inappropriate conduct, however no actions were taken to address the situation. 
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1 34. On March 30, 2017, SAC Capello submitted a workplace violence incident report to the 

2 CA-DOJ's Risk Management Unit (RMU) regarding the January 5, 2017 incident with BSO Reyes, 

3 since executive management had previously failed to address the issue and the problems persisted. On 

4 information and belief, the CA-DOJ's RMU never conducted an investigation into the report of 

5 workplace violence, nor was any action taken to address SAC Capello's concerns about BSO Reyes. In 

6 fact, on one occasion when SAC Capello raised her concerns about BSO Reyes with Director Marsh, he 

7 sarcastically replied "you've got a gun," suggesting that SAC Capello could protect herself from Reyes, 

8 should it become necessary. 

9 35. In the spring of 2017, Chief Lindley stripped duties away from SAC Capello, including 

10 but not limited to depriving her of the ability to lead and manage an investigation regarding allegations 

11 that a local law enforcement agency had engaged in a pattern or practice of violating state or federal law, 

12 which involved complaints alleging the use of excessive force and other serious misconduct. (Typically, 

13 this type of investigation was conducted by the Special Investigations Team program managed by SAC 

14 Capello.) Chief Lindley announced that SAC Capello, the Special Agent Supervisors and Special Agents 

15 reporting to her, would not be conducting the interviews of high-ranking individuals in the agency, and 

16 that Chief Lindley had hired two retired annuitants to conduct the investigation. Subsequently, the 

17 Association of Special Agents and California State Law Enforcement Association complained and Chief 

18 Lindley was advised that it was a violation of state personnel rules to hire retired annuitants to conduct 

19 the investigative duties of special agents. Nevertheless, SAC Capello and her team were never allowed 

20 to conduct these investigative interviews. 

21 36. On or about May 2, 2017, Director Marsh called SAC Capello, ostensibly to discuss 

22 newly hired agents and to solicit her opinion regarding a new proposal for the reporting structure in the 

23 San Francisco Regional Office. During the course of that conversation, SAC Capello complained about 

24 Chief Lindley stripping her of her duties, about the failure of the BI and DLE to investigate her repeated 

25 complaints about BSO Reyes, and about her being treated less favorably than her male colleagues. SAC 

26 Capello asked Director Marsh why no one in the "good ole' boys club" at the BI had investigated her 

27 complaints and concerns, including her complaints of differential treatment by Director Marsh, Assistant 

28 Director Caligiuri and Chief Lindley. Director Marsh claimed that her concerns had been reported to the 
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1 office of the Chief Deputy Attorney General, and that he would continue to elevate her concerns. 

2 37. SAC Capello filed an internal complaint with the CA-DOI and the Employee Equal 

3 Rights & Resolution ("EER&R") Office on May 3, 2017. In this complaint, SAC Capello alleged, inter 

4 alia, that an "ole' boys club" existed at the BI, that she had been subjected to discrimination and 

5 retaliation, that Director Marsh and Assistant Director Caligiuri routinely undermined her authority and 

6 treated her less favorably than her male colleagues, and that Chief Lindley had stripped her of duties. 

7 SAC Capello also alleged that Chief Lindley's actions were in retaliation for SAC Capella's complaints 

8 about BSO Reyes, with whom Chief Lindley was rumored to be having an affair. 

9 38. On May 3, 2017, SAC Capello also submitted an application to transfer to an open SAC 

10 position within the Bureau of Gambling Control ("BGC"). Given her tenure and experience, SAC 

11 Capello believed that she was the most qualified applicant for the BGC position, her request was denied 

12 and she was told that she would have to apply for and test for a position. Other SACs in DLE had 

13 previously been allowed to transfer to an open SAC position, rather than test for the open position. 

14 39. On May 10, 2017, while SAC Capello was out of state on vacation, she learned that on 

15 the day of her return, she was scheduled for two interviews - one for the open SAC position at BGC and 

16 one with respect to her May 3rd internal complaint. SAC Capello immediately advised the CA- DOI, the 

17 EER&R' s investigator and the BGC that scheduling the two interviews on the same day posed a 

18 conflict. However, the EER&R and the BG:C refused to reschedule either interview, claiming that it 

19 would delay their processes too long. 

20 40. On May 25, 2017, SAC Capello was informed that she had not been selected for the SAC 

21 position in the BGC. Instead, Special Agent Supervisor Jamin Teague had been selected for the position 

22 and had received a concurrent promotion to the rank of SAC. On information and belief, SAC Capello 

23 was the only woman interviewed for the BGC position and was the most qualified of the five candidates 

24 interviewed for the position. 

25 41. On May 25, 2017, SAC Capello filed a second internal complaint with the CA-DOI and 

26 the EER&R Office in which she alleged that she was the most qualified person for the SAC position in 

27 the BGC. SAC Capello further alleged that the DLE could have laterally transferred her into the SAC 

28 position in the BGC, rather than requiring her to test and interview for the position, and that the DLE is 
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1 inconsistent in the manner in which it selects employees for open positions, in an effort to promote 

2 favored employees. On information and belief, no investigation was conducted into the complaint 

3 submitted by SAC Capello on May 25, 2017. 

4 42. Following the submission of these complaints, SAC Capello was subject to further 

5 actions of discrimination and retaliation, including but not limited to the following: being excluded from 

6 management meetings, having her inquiries about resources being ignored, being denied necessary 

7 resources and personnel for her teams, being spoken to in a dismissive and condescending manner by 

8 Assistant Chief Marsh (who had been promoted from Director of BI to Assistant Chief of DLE in 2018). 

9 Moreover, SAC Capello's complaints about ongoing inappropriate conduct by BSO Reyes were ignored, 

10 including complaints that BSO Reyes had not been properly completing the chain of custody and 

11 maintaining accurate records of evidence for the Fresno Regional Office of the BL 

12 43. On August 25, 2017, SAC Capello learned from Assistant Director Caligiuri that BSO 

13 Reyes had filed a formal complaint about SAC Capello. Given that she had never been the subject of a 

14 formal complaint by an employee of the DLE and that she believed that the allegations made by BSO 

15 Reyes were false, SAC Capello was extremely upset when she learned that a complaint had been filed 

16 against her. She began feeling ill, chest pains and left the office. On the way home from work, the chest 

17 pains persisted and SAC Capello drove to the hospital. 

18 44. Four days later, on August 29, 2017, SAC Capello submitted a workers' compensation 

19 claim form to Assistant Chief Marsh and asked him to keep the matter confidential. SAC Capello later 

20 learned that Assistant Chief Marsh failed to process the claim. When SAC Capello sent an email to 

21 Assistant Chief Marsh inquiring about the status of the claim, he failed to respond. SAC Capello began 

22 receiving hospital bills and learned Assistant Chief Marsh still had not submitted the claim. The 

23 workers' compensation claim was not submitted until September 20, 2017, after SAC Capello had 

24 brought the matter to the attention of Chief Kevin Gardner, to whom Assistant Chief Marsh reported. 

25 SAC Capello believes that the failure by Assistant Chief Marsh to timely submit the claim was in 

26 retaliation for her earlier internal complaints. 

27 45. On September 18, 2017, SAC Capello filed a third internal complaint with the CA-DOI, 

28 the EER&R Office in which she alleged, inter alia, that she had been discriminated against on the basis 
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1 of her gender (female) and had been retaliated against for filing previous complaints. 

2 46. On information and belief, in retaliation for SAC Capello filing complaints of 

3 discrimination and retaliation, Assistant Chief Marsh told Chief Gardner that SAC Capello had to be 

4 removed from Marsh's chain of command. 

5 47. At the request of Assistant Chief Marsh, SAC Capello was removed from the BI's 

6 management team and assigned to report to a civilian, who was a contract employee. Being removed 

7 from the BI's management team was not only humiliating to SAC Capello, but it made it extremely 

8 difficult for her to perform her duties as a manager of statewide programs and task forces. 

9 48. On February 6, 2018, SAC Capello filed a complaint with the EEOC. Although a Right to 

10 Sue Notice was issued, on information and belief the EEOC investigation is ongoing. 

11 49. On or about March 18, 2018, Stephan Clark was killed by two officers from the 

12 Sacramento Police Department while Mr. Clark was standing in his grandmother's backyard and holding 

13 a telephone in his hand. The BI was directed to investigate the shooting and the investigation was 

14 assigned to SAC Capello who had previously handled other high-profile investigations. 

15 50. On or about March 26, 2018, SAC Capello was restored to her position on the BI 

16 management team and Chief Gardner assigned her to report back to Director Marsh and Assistant 

17 Director Caligiuri. On information and belief, SAC Capello was restored to her position on the BI 

18 management team and assigned to report to a sworn employee (as opposed to a civilian who was 

19 working on a contract basis) because it would be both inefficient and unseemly to have the investigation 

20 into Mr. Clark's death conducted by someone who was not a member of the BI's management team. 

21 51. In October 2018, SAC Capello received a letter from Sean McCluskie in the Office of the 

22 Attorney General regarding the findings of the California Department of Justice with respect to, inter 

23 alia, her complaints of sexual harassment, retaliation and discrimination. According to the letter, an 

24 investigation was conducted into her allegations and there was insufficient evidence to warrant finding a 

25 violation of the Department's Policy Prohibiting Discrimination, Harassment and Retaliation or the 

26 Workplace Violence Prevention Program. However, the letter noted that the investigation revealed "a 

27 number of management concerns" that would be discussed with Chief Kevin Gardner and the Director 

28 of the Office of Human Resources. 
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1 52. In November 2018, SAC Capello was informed that in February 2018 some agents had 

2 reported that firearms seized from subjects by the Bureau of Firearms were never booked into evidence. 

3 Around this same time, SAC Capello also learned that a local law enforcement agency had previously 

4 turned over information to the CA-DOI regarding allegations of seized guns by ·agents that went 

5 missing. Chief Gardner came to the Fresno Regional Office to meet with SAC Capello and other agents 

6 regarding these allegations and indicated that the matter would be turned over to the Federal Bureau of 

7 Investigation. On information and belief, there was no investigation into these allegations. As a result, 

8 SAC Capello continued to report that there were improprieties in the handling of evidence. 

9 53. Throughout 2019, SAC Capello continued to report to Director Caligiuri and Assistant 

10 Director Luis Lopez the ongoing issues regarding the improper handling of evidence, the lack of 

11 supervision and conduct of the evidence custodian, including, but not limited to, discrepancies with 

12 evidence destructions, and the failure to conduct annual inventory audits according to proper policies 

13 and procedures. SAC Capello was advised that her concerns had been forwarded to Assistant Chief 

14 Marsh. However, on information and belief, SAC Capello's concerns were not addressed. 

15 54. On January 31, 2020, Attorney General Xavier Becerra announced the appointment of 

16 Luis Lopez as the Director of the Bureau of Firearms, effective February 17, 2020. This appointment 

17 created a vacancy for the Assistant Director for the Bl. 

18 55. On February 7, 2020, a job announcement was posted for the vacant position of Assistant 

19 Director for the Bureau oflnvestigation. At the time of the job posting, SAC Capello had already taken 

20 the exam for the Assistant Director classification and was the only employee in the state who was in 

21 Rank 1 on the eligibility list for the position. Contrary to established protocol and policy, the job 

22 announcement for the Assistant Director position indicated that a Temporary Authorization Utilization 

23 ("TAU") process would be utilized for filling the vacancy which, inter alia, allowed external candidates 

24 to apply for the open position. The TAU process allowed external and internal candidates who were not 

25 on the eligibility list to apply for the position. On information and belief, the TAU process had never 

26 been used for filling an open Assistant Director position at the Bureau oflnvestigation and external 

27 candidates had never been allowed to apply for such positions. 

28 56. On February 11, 2020, SAC Capello received a "Notice of Administrative Investigation," 
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1 indicating that the CA-DOJ had received information which, if true, could constitute a violation of 

2 section 19572 of the California Government Code. Specifically, the Notice alleged that SAC Capello 

3 had engaged in "improper political activity by using [her] prestige or influence for private gain, or the 

4 private gain of another, when [she] attempted to use [her] influence to affect the results of a decision to 

5 select a winner of the California Narcotic Officers' Association Alfred Stewart Award." SAC Michael 

6 Mattson, who was also competing for the Assistant Director position, sent the notice to SAC Capello. 

7 Per the direction of the Office of the Chief, SAC Mattson was overseeing the investigation into the 

8 Notice of Administrative Investigation issued to SAC Capello. 

9 57. On February 21, 2020, SAC Capello submitted her application for the position of 

10 Assistant Director for the Bureau of Investigation. Upon information and belief, there were four 

11 candidates for the position- three internal (SAC Capello, SAC Mattson and SAC Teague) and one 

12 external. 

13 58. On June 1, 2020, SAC Capello was informed that she has been selected for an interview 

14 for the position of Assistant Director for the Bureau of Investigation, which was scheduled for June 4, 

15 2020. Due to covid, the interview was conducted remotely. 

16 59. On June 15, 2020, SAC Capello was informed that she had been selected for a second 

17 interview. The interview was repeatedly rescheduled, and ultimately occurred on June 22, 2020. 

18 60. On information and belief, only two candidates were selected for the second interview for 

19 the position of Assistant Director of the Bureau oflnvestigation- SAC Capello and an external 

20 candidate who eventually withdrew from the process. 

21 61. · On July 10, 2020, SAC Capello received a phone call from Edward Medrano 

22 ("Medrano"), the Chief of the DLE. Chief Medrano advised SAC Capello that because Director 

23 Caligiuri (who had been promoted from Assistant Director of the BI) was retiring, the selection of the 

24 Assistant Director would be delayed. Chief Medrano told SAC Capello that she would not have to re-

25 test for the position and she was one of two final candidates. Also, in July 2020, after SAC Capello 

26 completed her second interview, SAC Mattson sent SAC Capello a letter stating the allegation from the 

27 February 2020 complaint was unfounded. 

28 62. Although the selection of the Assistant Director position for the Bureau of Investigation 
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1 was delayed, an Assistant Director position in the Bureau of Firearms was advertised and filled within 

2 one month during July 2020. 

3 63. On September 21, 2020, SAC Capello met with Chief Medrano and discussed a new 

4 program that was being created with respect to Officer Involved Shootings ("OIS"). Chief Medrano said 

5 that there would be a new Assistant Director position for the OIS program and that the position would be 

6 within the Bureau of Investigation, which meant that the Bureau of Investigation would have two 

7 Assistant Directors. Chief Medrano also said that the newly created Assistant Director position for the 

8 OIS would have statewide responsibilities, that the position would not require that the Assistant Director 

9 be located in Sacramento and that he believed that SAC Capello would be a good candidate for the new 

10 position due to her experience with the Special Investigations Team. SAC Capello indicated that she was 

11 interested in the newly created position but was also still interested in the position she had already 

12 interviewed for in July. 

13 64. On November 9, 2020, SAC Capello met with Chief Medrano and another SAC in the 

14 Los Angeles Regional Office. During the course of the conversation, questions were posed about the 

15 appointment of the new Assistant Director for the Bureau oflnvestigation. Chief Medrano explained 

16 that while the Assistant Director position could be filled before the new Director started, he first wanted 

17 to announce the selection of the new Director of the Bureau of Investigation. Chief Medrano also stated 

18 that he did not expect that any new testing would be required. 

19 

20 

65. 

66. 

Director Caligiuri retired on November 11, 2020. 

On December 2, 2020, SAC Capello called Chief Medrano to discuss the selection of the 

21 Assistant Director for the Bureau of Investigation and to explain that she and others were frustrated by 

22 the lack of leadership in the Bureau and the failure to fill the Assistant Director position. Chief Medrano 

23 told her to stay focused, remain positive and be patient. Chief Medrano then told her that the Assistant 

24 Director position would be announced as soon as the new Director was announced. 

25 67. On January 25, 2021, SAC Capello received an email announcing that there would be a 

26 new examination to establish a new eligibility list for the Assistant Director position. 

27 68. Two days later, on January 27, 2021, Assistant Chief Marsh held a meeting in which he 

28 announced that Stephen Woolery (an external candidate) would become the new Director for the Bureau 
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1 of Investigation. When SAC Capello asked when there would be an announcement about the selection 

2 for the Assistant Director position, Assistant Chief Marsh responded that there would be a new exam in 

3 order to establish a new eligibility list and that Chris Caligiuri, who had just retired, was back as a 

4 "Retired Annuitant" and would be helping out. 

5 69. Immediately following this meeting, SAC Capello called Chief Medrano and told him 

6 that the decision to create a new eligibility list before filling the vacant Assistant Director position was 

7 contrary to established protocol and policy and was unfair. SAC Capello also stated that she believed 

8 that she was the only candidate on the existing eligibility list in Rank 1 and that the decision to create a 

9 new eligibility list was part of an ongoing effort to retaliate against her for prior complaints of 

10 discrimination, retaliation, workplace violence and other improper conduct. 

11 70. On February 11, 2021, SAC Capello sent a memo to Chief Medrano explaining, in detail, 

12 her concerns about the failure to appoint her to be the Assistant Director of the Bureau oflnvestigation, 

13 the failure to follow internal procedures regarding testing and selection, and the improper use of the 

14 TAU process for filling the Assistant Director position. In this memo, SAC Capello alleged that the 

15 repeated failure to appoint her to the position of Assistant Director, the decisions to create new 

16 eligibility lists, and the failure to follow existing testing and selection policies were all in retaliation for 

17 her prior complaints about discrimination and retaliation. 

18 71. As a courtesy, SAC Capello contacted Director Woolery and notified him that she had 

19 sent a memo via email to Chief Medrano and others regarding her objections to the selection and testing 

20 process for the open Assistant Director position. Director Woolery responded by saying that it was 

21 unfortunate that she had sent out the memo because people who make complaints are often viewed in a 

22 negative way and things never "work out" for them. He suggested to SAC Capello that she should try 

23 and "recall" the email that she had sent to Chief Medrano. 

24 72. Soon thereafter, Chief Medrano left the DLE and Assistant Chief Marsh became the 

25 Acting Chief of the DLE. 

26 73. On March 11, 2021, presumably at the direction of Chief Marsh, SAC Capello received 

27 another "Notice of Administrative Investigation," from SAC Michael Mattson indicating that the CA-

28 DOI had received information which, if true, could violate section 19572 of the California Government 
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1 Code. Specifically, the Notice alleged that SAC Capello "made numerous statements on official 

2 documents that are false and/or embellished. Additionally, it is alleged that these statements and 

3 documents were erroneously used as supporting facts when serving an employee with a 'Notice of 

4 Rejection During Probation."' SAC Capello was interviewed by a retired annuitant and SAC Mattson in 

5 connection with this Notice on August 16, 2021, but has not yet received any information regarding the 

6 results of the investigation. 

7 74. On May 3, 2021, SAC Capello re-applied for the position of Assistant Director of the 

8 Bureau oflnvestigation. There were three internal candidates for the position - SAC Capello, SAC 

9 Michael Mattson (who was in charge of the internal investigations regarding the February 11, 2020 and 

10 March 11, 2021 "Notice of Administrative Investigation" letters received by SAC Capello), and SAC 

11 Jamin Teague (who had been selected over SAC Capello for the position in the BGC). Additionally, 

12 there was a female external candidate. 

13 75. On May 12, 2021, SAC Capello received a response from the Assistant Director of the 

14 Office of Human Resources for the CA-DOJ regarding the memo that she sent to Chief Medrano on 

15 February 11, 2021. The response did not address all of the issues raised in SAC Capella's February 11, 

16 2021 memo and merely concluded that the use of the TAU option was appropriate for selecting the new 

17 Assistant Director of the BI. 

18 76. During the summer of 2021, SAC Capello learned that Director Woolery was holding 

19 meetings at lunch and after work (over cocktails and dinner) with SACs in Northern California. Neither 

20 SAC Capello nor the other female SAC in Director Woolery's chain of command were invited to these 

21 meetings until it was brought to Director Woolery's attention that he had failed to include female SACs 

22 in these meetings. 

23 77. On June 11, 2021, SAC Capello was advised she was scheduled for an interview for the 

24 Assistant Director position on June 21, 2021, which would be held remotely. SAC Capello participated 

25 in the interview. 

26 78. On July 1, 2021, SAC Capello and the other two internal candidates (Teague and 

27 Mattson) participated in a second, in person interview with Director Woolery. Stephanie Shimazu, who 

28 was the Director of the Bureau of Gambling Control and the Acting Assistant Chief of DLE participated 
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1 in the interview. (On information and belief, because Shimazu was not a "sworn" employee, she was not 

2 qualified to serve as an Acting Assistant Chief, despite being appointed to the position by Chief Marsh.) 

3 Acting Assistant Chief Shimazu did not have any written materials with her and did not actively 

4 participate in the interview. Director Woolery, who also did not have any materials with him, started the 

5 interview by telling SAC Capello that "this isn't an interview, this is a discussion." Director Woolery 

6 also told SAC Capello that he didn't want her to tell him about her training and experience, but that he 

7 simply wanted to ask her some questions and have a discussion. The interview lasted approximately 45 

8 minutes. 

9 79. On information and belief, when Director Woolery interviewed SAC Mattson and SAC 

10 Teague, he did not tell them not to talk about their training and work experiences. 

11 80. On July 3, 2021, SAC Capello received a call from Director Woolery who said: "I made a 

12 final selection and I went with someone else. I went with the #1 rank person. It was a tough decision, 

13 very close, all three, but I'm going with someone else." When SAC Capello asked who had been 

14 selected, Director Woolery said he had chosen "Mattson." 

15 81. On July 6, 2021, SAC Capello applied for the newly created position of Assistant 

16 Director of the Bureau oflnvestigation that was to have responsibility for the statewide California Police 

17 Shooting Investigative Team program. 

18 82. On information and belief, two internal candidates were interviewed for the newly 

19 created Assistant Director Position: SAC Scot Hunter (who had one year of experience as a supervisor 

20 and 2.5 years of experience as a SAC) and SAC Capello (who had 3.5 years of experience as supervisor 

21 and over 10 years of experience as a SAC). The interview was held remotely. Director Woolery led the 

22 interview panel and was joined by Acting Assistant Chief Shimazu (who was non-sworn) and BOC 

23 Assistant Director Yolanda Morrow (who was also non-sworn). On information and belief, the two non-

24 sworn panelists have no knowledge or experience in sworn law enforcement duties, including officer 

25 involved shooting investigations. Despite the fact that SAC Capello had worked on investigations into 

26 officer involved shootings for over 13 years, SAC Hunter was selected for the position. 

27 83. On July 27, 2021, SAC Capello submitted another charge of discrimination with the 

28 EEOC. The charge was "filed" by the EEOC on August 4, 2021 and was cross-filed with the DFEH 
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1 pursuant to a work sharing agreement. In this charge, SAC Capello alleged that she had been repeatedly 

2 denied promotion to the position of Assistant Director of the Bureau of Investigation due to her sex 

3 (female) and in retaliation for her prior reports of discrimination. The DFEH issued a Right to Sue 

4 Notice on August 4, 2021. The investigation into this charge is ongoing. 

5 84. On August 13, 2021, as SAC Capello was refusing to violate CA-DOJ policy regarding 

6 investigative reports and the handling of evidence, SAC Capello and the agents in her bureau were 

7 directed to cease work on investigations to which they had been assigned in the San Diego Region. On 

8 information and belief, in lieu of SAC Capello and her staff conducting these investigations, outside 

9 investigators were hired. 

85. On September 28, 2021, SAC Capello called Director Woolery to find out the status of a 

11 promotion for one of her task forces, as two of her subordinates had expressed concern that a task force 

12 supervisor position was scheduled to be vacant the following day, and the new supervisor had not 

13 received notification to start in the position. When SAC Capello asked about the status of filling the 

14 vacancy, Director Woolery was rude to her, told her to be patient, and said words to the effect that "You 

15 need to stop jumping up and down; you are always making a big production out of everything. I don't 

16 have this problem with the other SACs, this won't get you anywhere." SAC Capello replied by 

17 explaining that she always tried to do the right thing, to be helpful and to look out for what is best for 

18 people in the BI and the DLE. 

19 86. On October 27, 2021, Director Woolery and Assistant Director Mattson came to the 

20 Fresno Regional Office and met with staff over lunch. Following that meeting, Mattson and Woolery 

21 met with SAC Capello privately and issued her an expectations memo. Director Woolery also verbally 

22 counseled SAC Capello regarding the phone conversation they had had on September 28th. On 

23 information and belief, Assistant Director Mattson also met privately with the only other female SAC 

24 and issued her a memo of expectations. Approximately one month later, on November 16, 2021, in a 

25 group meeting with all SA Cs, Mattison issued all of the male SA Cs expectation memos. 

26 87. On information and belief, the Bureau of Investigation has not had any women in 

27 "sworn" positions above the level of SAC since 2015. 

28 88. On information and belief, as of January 2022, there are 15 SACs in the Division of Law 
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1 Enforcement and only two are female. 

2 89. On information and belief, as of January 2022, there are 61 Special Agent Supervisor 

3 positions in the DLE, and only six are female. 

4 90. On information and belief, as of January 2022, there are a total of 200 Special Agent 

5 positions in the entire DLE and only 26 are female. Approximately half of the 26 female Special Agents 

6 were hired in the last twelve months. 

7 91. On information and belief, as of January 2022, in the entire Bl, there are 28 Special 

8 Agent Supervisor positions and only one is a woman. 

9 92. On information and belief, as of January 2022, there are 110 Special Agent position in 

10 the BI and only 12 are held by women. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

93. 

94. 

V. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
Discrimination in Violation of Government Code § 12940, et seq. (FEHA) 

Against Defendant CA-DOJ and Does 1-10 

Plaintiff realleges each and every paragraph as if fully set forth herein. 

As set forth above, Plaintiff alleges that she has been subjected to discrimination based 

15 on her sex (female), in that she has repeatedly been denied promotional and transfer opportunities, has 

16 been given a heavier workload than her male colleagues, has been denied the resources allocated to her 

17 male colleagues, and has been subjected to unjustified investigations. 

18 95. The Fair Employment and Housing Act ("PEHA") prohibits discrimination on the basis 

19 of sex/gender. The acts described herein represent widespread, deep-rooted and unconscionable 

20 violations of the PEHA. 

21 96. Defendant has been repeatedly put on notice of the practice of discrimination within the 

22 department, as well as particular instances that have affected the Plaintiff. 

23 97. As a result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has sustained and will 

24 continue to sustain physical, mental, and emotional injuries, and other non-economic damages. 

25 98. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff was hindered, 

26 prevented, and precluded from performing usual work activities, causing Plaintiff to sustain damages for 

27 loss of professional opportunities, work experience, and/or employment opportunities and advancement 

28 in an amount according to proof at trial. 
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1 99. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff suffered 

2 incidental, consequential, and special damages in an amount according to proof. 

3 100. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has and will 

4 continue to incur attorney's fees and cost in an amount according to proof. 

5 101. The conduct of Defendant and its employees was a substantial factor in causing 

6 Plaintiffs' harm, including economic harm and emotional distress. 

7 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests relief as set forth below. 

8 VI. SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
Retaliation in Violation of Government Code § 12940, et seq. (FEHA) 

9 Against Defendant CA-DOJ and Does 1-10 

10 

11 

102. Plaintiff realleges each and every paragraph as if fully set forth herein. 

103. Government Code Section 12940(h) prohibits retaliation against employees because of 

12 their opposition to, or making a complaint regarding, unlawful discrimination or harassment. 

13 

14 

104. Plaintiff repeatedly reported unlawful discrimination and/or retaliation, as set forth above. 

105. As set forth above, Plaintiff has been subjected to retaliation for her repeated reports of 

15 conduct that she reasonably believed was in violation of the law. This retaliation has resulted in 

16 numerous adverse employment actions against Plaintiff, including, but not limited to, being deprived of 

17 promotional opportunities and being subjected to unjustified investigations. 

18 106. As a result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has sustained and will 

19 continue to sustain physical, mental, and emotional injuries, and other non-economic damages. 

20 107. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff was hindered, 

21 prevented, and precluded from performing usual work activities, causing Plaintiff to sustain damages for 

22 loss of professional opportunities, work experience, and/or employment opportunities and advancement 

23 in an amount according to proof at trial. 

24 108. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff suffered 

25 incidental, consequential, and special damages in an amount according to proof. 

26 109. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has and will 

27 continue to incur attorney's fees and cost in an amount according to proof. 

28 110. The conduct of Defendant and its employees was a substantial factor in causing 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Plaintiff's harm, including economic harm and emotional distress. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests relief as set forth below. 

VII. THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
Failure to Take Steps to Prevent and/or Correct Harassment, Discrimination and Retaliation 

based on Gender in Violation of Government Code § 12940(j)(k) (FEHA) 
Against Defendant CA-DOJ and Does 1-10 

111. Plaintiff realleges each and every paragraph as if fully set forth herein. 

112. Government Code Section 12940G)(k) requires employers to take immediate and 

8 appropriate action to prevent and/or correct harassment, discrimination and retaliation. 

9 113. As set forth above, Plaintiff made numerous reports, both written and oral, regarding 

10 discrimination on account of sex (female) and retaliation on account of reporting discrimination. 

11 114. Defendant knew or should have known of individual supervisors' propensities to engage 

12 in unlawful discriminatory and retaliatory conduct based on reports of discrimination. 

13 115. Defendant failed to take all reasonable steps necessary to stop the pattern and practice of 

14 harassment, discrimination and retaliation as required under FEHA. 

15 116. Defendant also failed to take appropriate action to investigate and correct instances of 

16 discrimination and retaliation once they occurred. 

17 117. As a result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has sustained and will 

18 continue to sustain physical, mental, and emotional injuries, and other non-economic damages. 

19 118. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff was hindered, 

20 prevented, and precluded from performing usual work activities, causing Plaintiff to sustain damages for 

21 loss of professional opportunities, work experience, and/or employment opportunities and advancement 

22 in an amount according to proof at trial. 

23 119. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff suffered 

24 incidental, consequential, and special damages in an amount according to proof. 

25 120. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has and will 

26 continue to incur attorney's fees and cost in an amount according to proof. 

27 121. The conduct of Defendant and its employees was a substantial factor in causing 

28 Plaintiffs' harm, including economic harm and emotional distress. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests relief as set forth below. 

IX. FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
Whistleblower Retaliation in Violation of Labor Code§ 1102.5 

Against Defendant CA-DOJ and Does 1-10 

122. Plaintiff incorporates by reference herein each and every paragraph of the complaint as 

5 though set forth herein full. 

6 123. California Labor Code§ 1102.5 broadly prohibits retaliation against an individual for 

7 disclosing information concerning the violation of or noncompliance with any state or federal statute. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

124. California Labor Code §1102.5 states: 

(a) An employer, or any person acting on behalf of the employer, shall not make, adopt, 
or enforce any rule, regulation, or policy preventing an employee from disclosing 
information to a government or law enforcement agency, to a person with authority over 
the employee, or to another employee who has authority to investigate, discover, or 
correct the violation or noncompliance, or from providing information to, or testifying 
before, any public body conducting an investigation, hearing, or inquiry, if the employee 
has reasonable cause to believe that the information discloses a violation of state or 
federal statute, or a violation of or noncompliance with a local, state, or federal rule or 
regulation, regardless of whether disclosing the information is part of the employee's job 
duties. 

(b) An employer, or any person acting on behalf of the employer, shall not retaliate 
against an employee for disclosing information, or because the employer believes that the 
employee disclosed or may disclose information, to a government or law enforcement 
agency, to a person with authority over the employee or another employee who has the 
authority to investigate, discover, or correct the violation or noncompliance, or for 
providing information to, or testifying before, any public body conducting an 
investigation, hearing, or inquiry, if the employee has reasonable cause to believe that the 
information discloses a violation of state or federal statute, or a violation of or 
noncompliance with a local, state, or federal rule or regulation, regardless of whether 
disclosing the information is part of the employee's job duties. 

125. As set forth above, Plaintiff repeatedly made reports to her superiors that employees of 

21 the DLE were engaging in conduct that was in violation of various state and federal rules and 

22 regulations, including but not limited to reports regarding the mishandling of evidence 

23 126. As a result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has sustained and will 

24 continue to sustain physical, mental, and emotional injuries, and other non-economic damages. 

25 127. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff was hindered, 

26 prevented, and precluded from performing usual work activities, causing Plaintiff to sustain damages for 

27 loss of professional opportunities, work experience, and/or employment opportunities and advancement 

28 in an amount according to proof at trial. 
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1 128. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendants, Plaintiff suffered 

2 incidental, consequential, and special damages in an amount according to proof. 

3 129. As a further result of the above-described conduct of Defendant, Plaintiff has and will 

4 continue to incur attorney's fees and cost in an amount according to proof. 

5 130. The conduct of Defendant and its employees was a substantial factor in causing 

6 Plaintiffs' harm, including economic harm and emotional distress. 

7 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests relief as more fully set forth below. 

8 REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

9 Plaintiff requests relief against Defendants as set forth below: 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

For compensatory damages on all causes of action; 

For attorney's fees on all causes of action as provided by law; 

For injunctive and/or declaratory relief as provided by law; 

For costs of suit incurred herein; and 

Any other relief as allowed by law. 

15 Dated: April 11, 2022 

16 

LEVY VINICK BURRELL HYAMS LLP 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

,.::::i \ -----..... \ . .r ,,..__.. \ I · I By: . _____ .... s:<'~0 ·'•,,-..J-....-,, J ,1,;..,c ,-·<_ .. __ _ 

SHARON R. VINICK 
WENDYE. MUSELL 

Attorneys for Plaintiff R. Capello 
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1 DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

2 Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury for each and every claim for which she has a right to jury 

3 trial. 

4 Dated: April 11, 2022 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

, 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

LEVY VINICK BURRELL HY AMS LLP 

,::J \ ,---~ \ . 
By: -------><._;) -,,J-.:.-~,_ /v,k. Lc: ____ _ 

SHARON R. VINICK 
WENDYE. MUSELL 

Attorneys for Plaintiff R. Capello 
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